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Welcome To Your Explosive Profits Planner
“Every journey starts with a single step”

Happy Day!
Owning a business is a journey that does not come with a manual, regardless of what business school
may tell you. Even more, there will be scary days when you just have no idea what to do next. You may
have already been through this at least one time?
There will always be times of challenges, confusion, and obstacles in a business. That does not change.
What does change is your “toolbox” of experience, skill, tips, knowledge, and awareness. With these,
you can foresee, reduce, or even avoid and eliminate threats to your business.
This Explosive Profits Planner: 9 Pillars for Planning Explosive Profits Without Adding Costs or Hours to
the day. You will become empowered with tips, tools, and preparation, which creates a plan, which
reduces stress, which increases confidence.
With over 3 decades of helping business, I know that the concepts, tips, and actions in this Planner are
the most important pieces to understand and prepare for in getting your business ready for substantial
growth.
This Planner is also the preliminary steps, and leads to, the Explosive Profits WORKBOOK.
While the PLANNER is more about mental preparation and focus, the WORKBOOK is for understanding,
learning, and actually implementing business strategies to create growth and profits for the short‐term
and long‐term. But success in that depends on success in this Planner.
I hope that you use this Planner not only for seriously and conscientiously planning for success, but for
motivation, inspiration, and knowing that my love, support, guidance, and prayers live in these pages.
Someday, I hope you read “My Journey” on the next page, or at least the first sentence. It tells you who
I am and why I created this Planner for people like you.
With much love, respect, and guidance,

“Andie” Monet
Business Optimization Expert, CEO, Mom, Triathlete, and Servant Leader
www.AndieMonet.com
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My Journey. My Passion. My Why

My journey started when I was a homeless 16‐year‐old girl because my single mom abandoned me.
My solution to my situation was to start a business.
Besides the normal struggles of a teenager, and being homeless, and starting college at 16, I had to
figure out a way to create a business without any guidance, support, advice, or experience. And I was
lucky enough, stubborn enough, and blessed enough to have worked with one of the “Big 4”
international accounting firms by 20 years old, was consulting in Hollywood by 25, with foreign and
domestic governments by 28, and my first Fortune 500 client in my 30’s.
Now in my 50’s, after several business degrees and 35 years of helping businesses, not only do I feel that
business school generally does NOT prepare someone to start a business, but I have found that many of
the sites that are supposed to help start‐ups do the exact opposite. More specifically and ironically,
both governments sites and many non‐profit organizations give bad advice. I believe this usually is
because they have come from corporate, government or academic backgrounds. Most, if any, have
never actually started, managed, or grown a business.
So, in 2021, I decided to stop complaining about it and start doing something about it. To that end, I’ve
created many short webinars, planners, workbooks, and free and small‐fee trainings and other
resources that I know are correct, powerful, impactful, and useful. These are ideas, concepts, tips,
tricks, and trainings that will help businesses in every stage and phase of “business life”.
I have three reasons for sharing this planner:
1. To be the person who I never had when I started my life, need help, support, guidance, and love.
2. Share secrets that I feel are not talked about, not shared, not explained.
3. Most importantly than even the two above, I believe that “love” is the most important parts of
living. And one way that I love on people is by streamlining success (getting to it faster),
reducing the duration and frequency of challenges or problems, and eliminating unnecessary
pitfalls. But more importantly it reduces fear, anxiety, and confusion. And in doing that, it
increases confidence, mental health and patience, which in turn, creates stronger relationships
with spouses, children, employees. And finally, creates a stronger and more loving community
and creates and uplifts economies, and the world at large.
With much love, support, and respect,

Andie
Andie Monet, CEO & Business Optimization Expert
www.AndieMonet.com
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Why This Download?
This planner is over 3 decades in the making. With supporting over 1000 small businesses and Fortune
500 companies, I learned that many people don’t realize the infinite possibilities of creating passive
income opportunities. Most noticeably, many professional services, and service based companies have
the most difficult time with this possibility.
This is NOT a get‐rich‐quick activity! This is to create a small difference in your life that can easily grow
into a comfortable add‐on to your financial life.
That being said, creating Passive Income is about “earning income on autopilot” as much as it can.
I have done myself, or helped others, create many of these ideas below. If you want more support, feel
free to reach out!
Below are only ideas to get you going. There are thousands of ideas out there!
I also challenge you to create one new option per month.
The following pages are organized in 4 sections (Level 1, 2, 3, 4) with designations as to how much labor
is involved (Low, Medium, High), and general “auto pilot” level. This is COMPLETELY UNECESSARY to
add, but I put it here just incase anyone was interested.





Level 1:
Level 2:
Level 3:
Level 4:

Low – Completely Auto Pilot
Medium – Mostly Autopilot.
Medium – Completely Autopilot
High – Partially on Autopilot

I wish you GREAT success.
Feel free to reach out if you have questions or want a

customized idea!
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First Level: Low level of labor required; completely on autopilot

A great way is with a download, which is as “auto pilot” as you can get. This is typically providing
“information”. Since you’d be selling this, I recommend these to be a very small amount ($3 to $9), so
it’s a “no brainer”, but also helpful and valuable. The plan is for these not to take much time to
organize. These are great for providing lists, as well as specific areas of your life (like parenting, topics
related to children, food, your age group, etc). Ideas include:

□ For‐Sale‐By‐Owner in your neighborhood or city
□ Top 10 Best [fill‐in‐the‐blank] companies, platforms, tools to accomplish [goal]. (It’s best to be
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□

□
□
□
□
□
□

an affiliate marketer with this and give away the download.
Affiliate Marketing
Event planning checklist for [specific event]. You could have 20 of these!
My favorite 5 places to take the kids in [city/town/area] and why
Great resources or places if you don’t own a smart phone and want to get information
Great social activities to do online
Great events to experience and enjoy online (wine clubs, book clubs, etc)
Record your hosted event (see Level 3 below) and create a “pay to see event”. Instead of a
“download” it’s a recorded event.
Record some quick, easy‐to‐implement, or easy‐to‐do activities that you do in your business.
Create a “library” of short (10‐20 minute videos) that have a nominal fee to access them. (This
also works great for service industries, as well as services.) It also saves people time and money
if they can do it themselves.
Whether you’re an employee or business owner, you could create a download of a checklist,
system, or other organized methodology that you created or customized that is really helpful.
Sometimes this can be as easy as “Morning and Evening Checklist for your Kids” or “30‐day
Planner for emotional, physical, and mental health”, or Checklist or system for onboarding new
customers or employees or even students (if you are a teacher).
If you are in a distinct industry (event planner, interior designer, bookkeeper), you have several
options of sharing valuable information.
Religious event ideas, planning, checklists, etc
Moving or travelling ideas, especially if you’re a parent of a young one!
10 Tips to making your food taste better! Timing, more/less spices, adding a secret ingredient!
Sewing, working out, better sleep, being more patient, new born tricks, parents of new
teenagers, start‐up business tips, you name it! Someone could probably use it!
Create a Journal, Planner, or Calendar, especially for a specific niche like “motivation”,
parenting, business owners, etc.
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Second Level: Medium level of labor required, but mostly on autopilot.

The next level are products. I am not talking about making products (yet). I am talking about buying
products, and ideally, setting them up for auto‐fulfill, especially with Amazon. That being said, I am
certainly no expert on selling products, or even selling on Amazon. However, I have many clients who
do. So this is mostly 2nd hand (hopefully correct) information.

□ Find a supplier of products, have them “drop ship” orders from your Amazon seller account.
□ Find a supplier of products, ship to you, and you ship to Amazon fulfillment center regularly, so
□
□

□
□
□

they can fulfill on your behalf.
I created a “leaf catcher” where you can blow your leaves into a bag, so you don’t have to pick it
up by hand. (I bought 3 items at Walmart and spent 5 minutes putting it together myself.)
T‐shirts! This is NOT create your own t‐shirt. This is “design” your own t‐shirt and sell online.
This can be fun. My son’s dad created a T‐shirt that says “I can only handle 8 seconds of your
bull”. If you know anything about the rodeo, the bull rider must stay on for 8 seconds. So the
picture was of a hand holding on to a rope, similar to bull riding. (I think this was geared
towards me…lol…)
I recommended to a bookkeeper that she create a “startup business tax bundle”, which had list
of tax deductions, explanation of tax deduction vs tax credit, receipt envelops, etc.
Anything that can get people organized, focused, or motivated!
Anything for “newbies” of any category! Parents, married, divorced, empty nesters, new in
town, widowers, new college students, new to faith, new sobriety, new triathletes, etc.

Third Level: Medium level of labor required; minimal/limited labor.
I call this level “small services/products”. These require some up‐front labor efforts, sometimes a
significant amount, but it doesn’t have to be. This can be a paragraph on “why”, a paragraph on “when”
and a paragraph on “how”. Books should be less than 100 pages and also include at least one (if not
many) checklist, template, scheduling calendar, or any other resource they can use. It’s also helpful to
add a link to another resource, which does not have to be created by you (but can be!).

□ Create your own online event. For example, “parenting” but with a specific “goal”, whether it’s
socializing, venting, books, children books, motivation/inspiration books, support groups, etc.
This could be anything from real estate in your neighborhood, to dog parks, to great parks for
children, to “new to the area”, “what to look for when…(buying a new house, your child
becomes a teenager, etc”, etc.
□ Short tricks and how‐to books related to your hobbies (gardening in January in the Midwest,
sewing, working out, Xbox gaming tricks, etc (Less than 100 pages)
□ Short “secrets” book related to life, parenting, potty training, talking to teenagers, etc. (less than
100 pages)
□ Anyone who owns a business should write at least one book. Need idea or help! Reach out to
me ASAP!
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Fourth Level: Most labor intensive
This is the most labor intensive of ideas. However, the reason that I added it is because it helps for
people who are not working, can’t work full‐time, or just want/need to work more. These are a great
start to finding what you could do:

□ Get supplies or products, and then add your own customized touch to them. One example is

□
□
□
□

buying composition books, then add your own “bedazzled” design to them. Another idea is to
buy bulk pens and paper, then sell as a bundle. You could customize journals, calendars, pens,
etc.
Create motivation and inspirational quotes, print them on “pretty” colored, designed, or
“sturdy” paper or hand write them in beautiful handwriting. Create packs of 5, 20, or whatever
number.
Purchase items that you feel is not yet in the marketplace. One thing that I did is create a
bundle of tall glasses and short glasses, since you could only buy one or the other decades ago.
Buy t‐shirts, jeans, socks, hair accessories, hats, etc (as opposed to only designing one in 2
above), and create one‐of‐a‐kind designs on them.
Create custom jewelry. (One great resource is Shipwreck Beads in Lacey, Washington They’ve
been in business for over 50 years.)

Create some of your own ideas! What are your hobbies? Where are you in life that could
help others that haven’t reached that point yet? Are there things in your
neighborhood/geography that could be beneficial to share? What would YOU have paid $3
or $5 or $7 to get information that could have really benefited you, saved you time or energy,
or saved you money or frustration?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
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What Next?!
Do you enjoy MOTIVATIONAL & INSPIRATIONAL posts? Follow me on IG:
https://www.instagram.com/andie.monet_ssd/

IF YOU OWN A BUSINESS?


VISIT to find out more about resources, events, courses, and books:
www.AndieMonet.com



Want some DIY? DOWNLOAD: Explosive Profits WORKBOOK:
www.ExplosiveProfitsPlanner.com

Here are the Topics in the Explosive Profits Planner:
Pillar 1 – Commitment
Pillar 2 – Vision and Goals
Pillar 3 – Where are you Now?
Pillar 4 –Why You?
Pillar 5 – Business Value
Pillar 6 – Messaging & Social Media
Pillar 7 – Positioning Your Credibility
Pillar 8 – Building Followers, Customers, & Relationships
Pillar 9 – Business Growth Strategies (without adding costs)!
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